allegro Supervisor Menu 
`Briefly`
 
`ADM`   	All the files that make up a database
	Configuration, Index and Display Parameters, Input Forms, INI file
Every database needs a few files containing important setup data. These files are open for viewing and editing. The handbook contains the necessary documentation, and there are online help files for many aspects.
`ORG`	Reorganisation and Backup
Database recreation (Index, short title file, address table, qualifier file)
Any database consists of several parts. These can be reorganized or recreated individually or collectively. When and why this becomes necessary is explained in the handbook, Chap. 0.11.2
This menu includes Database Copying (regular copies and backup copies)
`VIEW`  	ViewLists and View Parameters 
	View result sets in customized formats and sort arrangements.
No knowledge of parametrization is required to produce simple lists, optionally with grouping and/or summation.  
`PARAM`	Browse and edit parameter files etc.
	Browsing and editing: Parameter Files, Configuration Files etc.
All files of these types (not just those being parts of the database) can be viewed and edited.
`LOG`	LOG File inspection
	Convert it into an external result set for viewing.
The LOG file contains all new and edited records in the chronologic sequence of their being saved.
`DOKU` 	Online Documentation
	Parts of the Handbook, Help texts on many subjects.
Browse all existing online documentation.
`NEWDB`	Create a New Database
	Four different structures for immediate use to set up a new database.
Make your choice, then enter the first record, and the program will create all the necessary files.
You may start here after you have made yourself familiar with the  DEMO database. 
`FTS`	Full-text search
The DOS program SRCH is used to produce an offline results file. The full text of all records (not the documents themselves!) is searched.
This is useful for cases where the elements in question are not indexed.
`QRIX`	Index Sections
This has an interesting subfunction: select index lines with at least x entries. Index sections can, on the other hand, be copied directly from the index window using the [List] button.
`RuckZuck`	WWW access in an hour
Concept description, Installation help. For administrators.
`Classico`	Start of DOSCockPit  
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